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ABSTRACT: Nanostructuring and nanosizing have been
widely employed to increase the rate capability in a variety
of energy storage materials. While nanoprocessing is required
for many materials, we show here that both the capacity and
rate performance of low-temperature bronze-phase TT- and T-
polymorphs of Nb2O5 are inherent properties of the bulk
crystal structure. Their unique “room-and-pillar” NbO6/NbO7
framework structure provides a stable host for lithium
intercalation; bond valence sum mapping exposes the
degenerate diffusion pathways in the sites (rooms) surround-
ing the oxygen pillars of this complex structure. Electro-
chemical analysis of thick films of micrometer-sized, insulating
niobia particles indicates that the capacity of the T-phase,
measured over a fixed potential window, is limited only by the Ohmic drop up to at least 60C (12.1 A·g−1), while the higher
temperature (Wadsley−Roth, crystallographic shear structure) H-phase shows high intercalation capacity (>200 mA·h·g−1) but
only at moderate rates. High-resolution 6/7Li solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of T-Nb2O5 revealed
two distinct spin reservoirs, a small initial rigid population and a majority-component mobile distribution of lithium. Variable-
temperature NMR showed lithium dynamics for the majority lithium characterized by very low activation energies of 58(2)−
98(1) meV. The fast rate, high density, good gravimetric capacity, excellent capacity retention, and safety features of bulk,
insulating Nb2O5 synthesized in a single step at relatively low temperatures suggest that this material not only is structurally and
electronically exceptional but merits consideration for a range of further applications. In addition, the realization of high rate
performance without nanostructuring in a complex insulating oxide expands the field for battery material exploration beyond
conventional strategies and structural motifs.
■ INTRODUCTION
There is a growing need for high-power, high-capacity energy
storage materials for applications that require faster rate
performance than traditional battery materials can offer, along
with higher charge storage capability than can be achieved with
supercapacitor systems. Unless nanosized, conversion materials
and two-phase intercalation compounds commonly used in
lithium-ion batteries generally do not deliver high power due to
the kinetics associated with major structural transformations.
Electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) can deliver high rate
performance but are limited to relatively low volumetric and
areal energy densities as redox reactions offer the opportunity
for 10−100 times greater charge storage than the electrostatic
mechanism of EDLCs.1,2 In lithium-ion batteries, realization of
the maximum capacity of an electrode material in a given
potential window is inherently dependent upon the ability of
lithium to reach the particle interior. This has generally limited
high rate performance to materials with short diffusion
distances typically achieved via nanoscaling or nanostructuring
of the particles.
The disadvantages of the synthesis and use of nanoparticles
and nanoarchitectures for battery applications are well known:
high surface area leading to increased dissolution and increased
surface−electrolyte interface (SEI) formation, low packing
density, toxicity, high cost, chemical waste generation,
scalability issues, and often many-step synthetic complexity.3−5
Preparation of energy-dense materials with high capacity and
good rate performance through a simple and efficient synthetic
route is clearly desirable but evidence from, e.g., Li4Ti5O12,
LiFePO4, and TiO2 suggests that this is not generally observed.
Niobium(V) oxides, in the potential window from ca. +2.0 to
+1.0 V vs Li+/Li, have shown impressive rate and capacity as
intercalation electrodes. In this voltage range, safety and
stability issues from SEI formation associated with electrolyte
instability below +1.0 V vs Li+/Li, as well as lithium dendrite
formation, can be avoided.6−8 Furthermore, as lithium does not
alloy with aluminum until 300 mV vs Li+/Li,9 copper foil can be
substituted with significantly cheaper and lighter aluminum foil
as the anode current collector. The phase stability of Nb2O5 is
complex and at ambient temperature and pressure many
metastable polymorphs exist that depend on heating con-
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ditions, precursors, and synthesis procedures.10 In this study,
we examine four polymorphs: TT-Nb2O5,
11−13 T-Nb2O5
(Pbam, Figure 1a,b),14 B-Nb2O5 (C2/c, Figure 1c),
15 and H-
Nb2O5 (P2/m, Figure 1d).
16 Regarding nomenclature, the T
designation comes from the German tief, which means low, as
in low temperature; the B polymorph was named for its crystal
habit (bla ̈tter or bladed); and the H designates high as it is the
high-temperature phase.10 T-Nb2O5 is structurally similar to the
tungsten bronzes but composed of primarily highly distorted
octahedral and pentagonal bipyramidal Nb environments rather
than regular octahedra. Partially occupied niobium sites
(totaling 0.8 of the 16.8 niobium atoms per Nb16.8O42 unit
cell) with high coordination and long Nb−O interatomic
distances are proposed in the crystal structure to balance the
charge from 42 oxygen atoms per unit cell.14 The TT-phase is a
metastable structure whose structural details are not fully
understood but are apparently similar to those of T-Nb2O5.
11
On the basis of diffraction data, TT-Nb2O5 has been described
as a disordered modification of T-Nb2O5, the disorder being
related to modulation of niobium atoms above and below the
mirror plane at (x, y, 0.5) in T-Nb2O5.
11 Monoclinic B-Nb2O5
possesses a TiO2(B)-like structure. H-Nb2O5, another mono-
clinic polymorph and the phase which is not known to convert
to any other polymorph as a function of temperature, fits into
the Wadsley−Roth family of crystallographic shear structures
with (3×4)1 and (3×5)∞ ReO3-like blocks of octahedra. Shared
octahedral edges along shear planes at the periphery of the
blocks account for the oxygen:metal ratio of 2.5. The blocks are
infinite parallel to b, and the subscripts 1 and ∞ denote block
connectivity in the ac plane.17
Recent studies on the TT- and T-polymorphs have shown
excellent rate and cycle life performance on a variety of
nanoscaled and nanostructured morphologies. Examples
include nanobelts,18 nanofibers,19 nanosheets,20,21 nanopar-
ticles/nanocrystals, templated mesoporous nanoparticles,22−27




crystalline Nb2O5/carbide-derived carbon nanocomposites,
31
and Nb2O5@carbon core−shell nanocrystals.
32 While some
electrochemical and structural aspects of bulk TT-, T-, and H-
Nb2O5, prepared from solid-state methods, have been
investigated,33,34 their rate behavior has evidently not been
characterized. In this work, we examine the electrochemical
properties of a family of Nb2O5 polymorphs synthesized via
oxidation of niobium(IV) oxide. This simple solid-state route
enables access to the low-temperature metastable phases and
has been used to produce TT-, T-, B-, and H-Nb2O5
previously;10 however, few details were given in the earlier
study and, to the best of our knowledge, (i) no systematic
synthetic procedure has been reported; (ii) no electrochemistry
of Nb2O5 phases from NbO2 has been reported; and (iii) the
electrochemistry of B-Nb2O5, irrespective of precursor, has not
been previously discussed. Along with the ease of synthesis
relative to nanostructuring, solid-state methods produce larger
particles with decreased contributions from electric double-
layer capacitance, surface and near-surface phenomena, and
non-bulk-like local atomic structure environments, facilitating a
study of the inherent properties of Nb2O5. Lithium environ-
ments and dynamics from 6/7Li solid-state NMR and bond
valence sum maps performed as part of this study aid the
understanding of the structural origin of the anomalous
electrochemical performance in micrometer-sized metal oxides.
These tools show degenerate diffusion pathways with a very
low activation energy for Li motion on the order of a few kBT
(ca. 60−100 meV). Through this investigation, we find that the
accessible capacity and rate performance of the low-temper-
ature Nb2O5 polymorphs is a general feature of the structure
type and not a function of nanoscaling or nanostructuring.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Synthesis. Nb2O5 polymorphs were synthesized by heating
separate aliquots of NbO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.5+%) in alumina crucibles
in air for 24 h at 19 temperature points between 200 and 1100 °C
spaced at 50 °C increments. The samples were heated at a ramp rate of
10 °C·min−1 until the desired temperature was attained; the
temperature was then held for 24 h before ambient cooling. Thermal
gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a Mettler Toledo TGA/
SDTA 851 thermobalance. Samples were placed in a tared 100 μL
alumina crucible and the mass was recorded from 50 to 1000 °C in
steps of 1 °C·min−1 under constant air flow (50 mL·min−1). A blank,
with an empty crucible, was recorded under the same heating
conditions and subtracted from the sample data. The data were
numerically differentiated to obtain differential thermogravimetry
(DTA) curves.
Electrochemistry. Cathodes (in half-cell configuration) were
prepared by agate mortar and pestle grinding of Nb2O5, Super P
carbon (Timcal), and Kynar polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF,
Arkema) in an 8:1:1 mass ratio with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP,
Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%, anhydrous) to form a viscous slurry. High-
carbon proof-of-concept electrodes were prepared in a similar manner
but with an active material:carbon:binder ratio of 3:6:1. The slurry was
tape cast onto an aluminum foil current collector with a 150−200 μm
doctor blade. After drying for at least 12 h at 60 °C, 1 cm2 circular
cathodes were cut via a punch press. Unless otherwise noted, mass
loadings were 4−6 mg Nb2O5·cm−2. Coin cell batteries were
constructed in an argon-filled glovebox with O2 and H2O levels <1
ppm. The electrolyte−solvent system consisted of 1 M LiPF6 dissolved
in a 1:1 volume ratio of ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate
(EC:DMC, Merck). The aforementioned cathode, a glass microfiber
(Whatman) separator saturated with electrolyte−solvent, a lithium
metal foil anode (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) on a stainless steel current
collector, and a wave spring were compressed within a standard 2032-
type coin cell casing. All electrochemical measurements were
performed with a Bio-Logic potentiostat/galvanostat instrument
running EC-Lab software. In each coin cell, the niobium oxide/
carbon/binder film served as the working electrode and the lithium
metal as both the counter electrode and reference electrode.
Discharge/charge took place within the range from +3.0 V to +1.2
V or +1.0 V with respect to Li+/Li. Galvanostatic charge/discharge
data were numerically differentiated to give differential voltage curves.
Specific cycling conditions are denoted in the text for each experiment.
For the preparation of samples for NMR analysis, thick (150−750 mg)
pellets of pure Nb2O5 powder were cold pressed at 5 MPa and
assembled into coin cells as above. These pellets were discharged at
Figure 1. Crystal structures of (a,b) T-Nb2O5, (c) B-Nb2O5, and (d)
H-Nb2O5. Oxygen and (partially occupied) niobium sites are
represented by orange and (partially filled) blue spheres, respectively.
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100−500 μA·cm−2 until a desired degree of lithiation was reached. For
clarity, in this Article, C rate refers to inverse hours required to reach
the theoretical capacity of 201.7 mA·h·gNb2O5
−1 (e.g., C/5 implies a
current of 40.34 mA·gNb2O5
−1), and discharge refers to lithium insertion
into the Nb2O5 structure. Theoretical capacity for a one-electron
reduction from Nb5+ to Nb4+ is 201.7 mA·h·g−1 based on the mass of
Nb2O5.
X-ray Diffraction (XRD). Laboratory powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) patterns were recorded at room temperature on a Panalytical
Empyrean diffractometer emitting Cu Kα (1.540598 Å + 1.544426 Å)
radiation. Patterns were recorded from 5−80° 2θ in steps of 0.017° 2θ.
Rietveld analysis was performed in GSAS35 and GSAS-II36 with the aid
of the CMPR toolkit.37 Crystal structures and isosurfaces (with bond
valence energy level cutoff set to 2.0 eV, see Discussion) were
visualized in VESTA 3.0.38
Morphological Analysis. Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) sur-
face areas were obtained from nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K.
BET data were collected on a TriStar 3000 gas adsorption analyzer
(Micromeritics Instrument Corp., V6.08). Scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) images were taken with a Σigma VP microscope (Zeiss).
Tap density was recorded on an AutoTap (Quantachrome Instru-
ments) instrument operating at 257 taps·min−1. The tap densities were
measured according to ASTM international standard B527-15,
modified to accommodate a 10 cm3 graduated cylinder.
6/7Li Solid-State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. One- and two-
dimensional solid-state NMR experiments were performed in a 4.0
mm probehead on a 200 MHz Bruker Avance III spectrometer at the
7Li Larmor frequency of 77.7 MHz and on a 700 MHz Bruker Avance
III spectrometer at the 6Li Larmor frequency of 103.0 MHz and 7Li
Larmor frequency of 272.0 MHz. Magic angle spinning (MAS) up to
14 kHz was applied; the specific rotational frequency is denoted for
each experiment. One-dimensional spectra were recorded with a single
π/2 pulse or Hahn-echo pulse sequence; the applied π/2 pulse lengths
for 6Li and 7Li were 7.00 μs and 2.60−3.75 μs, respectively. Two-
dimensional exchange spectroscopy (EXSY) measurements were
performed with a rotor-synchronized π/2−t1−π/2−tmixing−π/2−t2
pulse sequence, where tmixing is a variable mixing period during
which the nuclei are allowed to interact via chemical and/or spin
diffusion. Spectra were collected as a function of temperature for 1D,
2D, spin−lattice (T1), and spin−spin (T2) relaxation measurements of
selected samples. A saturation recovery pulse sequence was employed
for T1 measurements: a series of π/2 pulses was first applied to
eliminate bulk magnetization (M0) along z, and then the z-
magnetization was allowed to relax during a recovery time (t) before
recording the magnetization (Mt) over a range of recovery times. A
variable-delay spin echo sequence was used to measure T2. As the
sample temperature cannot be measured directly with sufficient
accuracy under MAS conditions, a temperature calibration was
performed based on the temperature-dependent shift of 207Pb in
Pb(NO3)2
39 (Supporting Information, Figure S1). All samples were
ground with an agate mortar and pestle and packed into 4.0 mm ZrO2
rotors in an Ar-filled glovebox with <1 ppm of O2 and <1 ppm of
H2O; lithiated samples were washed with dimethyl carbonate (3 × 3
mL) to remove any residual LiPF6 and dried in vacuo before being
ground and packed. The 6/7Li spectra were referenced with a
secondary reference (6/7Li 1:1 at./at.), Li2CO3, at +1.1 ppm versus
the 1.0 M LiCl (aq) primary reference at 0.0 ppm.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Structural Characterization of Nb2O5 Polymorphs.
Thermal gravimetric analysis of NbO2 and Nb (Supporting
Information, Figure S2) showed that the onset of oxidation for
NbO2 occurs at a temperature significantly below that for
oxidation of Nb metal290 °C versus 420 °Callowing a
greater range of metastable phases to be prepared with this
starting material. A systematic X-ray diffraction investigation
revealed that four from the range of polymorphs with a nominal
composition of Nb2O5 were observed upon thermal oxidation
of NbO2 (Figure 2). While some changes are apparent after 24
h at 250 °C, NbO2 does not oxidize to Nb2O5 until ca. 300 °C
in air, TT-Nb2O5 being the first oxidized phase that is observed.
Three further irreversible phase transitions are observed at
higher temperature: nearly phase-pure T-Nb2O5 is found from
approximately 550 to 600 °C, B-Nb2O5 is observed from 700 to
850 °C, and H-Nb2O5 is observed at and above 900 °C.
Rietveld analysis (Supporting Information, Figure S3) revealed
minor impurities from the reactant or other polymorphs in all
but the H-phase. A color change is observed from deep blue, d1,
niobium(IV) to white, d0, niobium(V) for all samples heated
above 400 °C. This is an indication that the oxidation is
complete for the T-, B-, and H-phases. The TT-phase is a pale
gray-blue and thus may retain a small (ca. <0.5%)10 fraction of
niobium(IV). The observed color changes are in accordance
with the color change from white, through gray-blue, toward
dark blue observed as lithium is inserted into any of the Nb2O5
structures in this study and elsewhere.40
Unlike the step changes in crystal structure from NbO2 to
orthorhombic and then through two distinct monoclinic Nb2O5
polymorphs, the surface and particle morphology, as viewed by
SEM (Figure 3 and Supporting Information, Figure S4),
Figure 2. XRD patterns of phases observed upon heating NbO2 in air.
The patterns dominated by NbO2, TT-Nb2O5, T-Nb2O5, B-Nb2O5,
and H-Nb2O5 are shown in orange, black, red, blue, and green,
respectively. Lines with more than one color indicate a temperature
where a significant amount of more than one phase was present.
Figure 3. SEM images showing the particle sizes and morphologies of
the Nb2O5 polymorphs obtained from oxidation of NbO2; phase and
synthesis temperature are denoted.
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transformed more smoothly upon heating. After treatment at
300 °C in the TT-phase, anhedral particles (i.e., without well-
formed crystal faces) with cracked-mud-like topology domi-
nated which, at 600 °C in the T-phase, had partially annealed.
The samples heated to 850 °C yielded rounded steps on
interconnected subhedral particles of the B-phase, which, after
1100 °C treatment crystallized further to capped euhedral
particles of several micrometers with distinctly striated edges in
the H-phase. In addition to the smaller primary particle
features, a larger secondary particle size (more visible in
Supporting Information, Figure S4) can be considered which
corresponds to discrete particles composed of interconnected
primary particles; this secondary particle size is of the order of
tens of micrometers. BET surface area measurements revealed a
quite small surface area, on the order of 1−2 m2·g−1, for all
phases. For further particle characterization, tap density was
measured and reported with BET surface area in Table 1. As
volumetric, rather than gravimetric, energy density dictates
many applications, the tap density of Nb2O5 from solid-state
synthesis is noteworthy at 1.2−1.8 g·cm−3. By comparison,
commercial TiO2 nanopowders of 5−20 nm have almost an
order of magnitude smaller tap density (0.12−0.24 g·cm−3).41
Thus, the Nb2O5 phases examined in this study differ in
structure and morphology but all are μm-scale, dense, and
extremely low surface area.
2. Electrochemical Properties of Nb2O5 Polymorphs.
Electrochemical lithiation of NbO2 and the four Nb2O5
polymorphs revealed a range of structure-driven mechanisms.
Chronopotentiometric discharge and charge were performed at
a rate of C/10 where kinetic limitations should be minor. The
results (Figure 4a), demonstrate (i) a high intercalation
capacity and three distinct regions for H-Nb2O5; (ii) a close-
to-linear sloping voltage profile for T- and TT-Nb2O5; (iii) a
very small capacity for B-Nb2O5 and NbO2; and (iv) a low
overpotential between charge and discharge for all phases in the
electrochemical window 3.0 to 1.2 V vs Li+/Li. Cycling studies
(Figure 4b) were performed with galvanostatic discharge and
charge at 1C for T- and TT-Nb2O5 and C/10 for B- and H-
Nb2O5 with an additional constant voltage charge step (CCCV
charging) at 3.0 V that is widely employed to optimize charging
while preventing overcharge. H-Nb2O5 showed a first cycle
capacity of 235 mA·h·g−1 but dropped to 175 mA·h·g−1 after
100 cycles. Conversely, B-Nb2O5 stored only 20 mA·h·g
−1 on
first discharge but retained that capacity with no diminution
over the recorded cycle range. After a first cycle loss of ∼25
mA·h·g−1, TT- and T-Nb2O5 exhibited reversible capacities of
Table 1. Physical Properties of Micrometer-Sized Nb2O5: BET Surface Area, As Determined from N2 Adsorption Isotherms at
77 K, and Tap Density of Four Polymorphs of Nb2O5 Synthesized from NbO2 via Thermal Oxidation
phase synthesis temperature (°C) BET surface area (m2·g−1) tap density (g·cm−3)
TT-Nb2O5 300 1.8 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1
T-Nb2O5 600 1.9 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1
B-Nb2O5 850 1.5 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1
H-Nb2O5 1100 0.7 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1
Figure 4. Galvanostatic discharge−charge curves for the Nb2O5 polymorphs from 3.0 to 1.2 V (a) Electrochemical discharge/charge profiles
obtained at a rate corresponding to C/10. (b) Cycle tests at either 1C (T, TT) or C/10 discharge/charge with a constant voltage charge step (B, H).
(c) Differential capacity plots derived from the discharge/charge profiles in (a); solid lines are on the same scale, while the dashed green line is
shown at 1/20 scale to reveal the peak positions in H-Nb2O5.
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165 and 160 mA·h·g−1, respectively, for 100 cycles with the
capacity of the TT-phase edging slightly upward after the initial
capacity loss. Differential capacity plots (Figure 4c) reveal the
(de)lithiation behavior in more detail. H-Nb2O5 exhibits
reversible peaks centered at 2.05, 1.67, 1.42, and 1.22 V with
a significant amount of charge stored at intermediate potentials
between the peaks. B-Nb2O5 and NbO2 exhibit only one small
peak at 1.68 and 1.71 V, respectively; however, the cathodic−
anodic peak separation in NbO2 is much greater, indicating a
kinetic limitation even at C/10. To the best of our knowledge,
bulk NbO2 intercalation has not been reported but is evidently
not significant between 3.0 and 1.2 V vs Li+/Li. NbO2
electrochemical behavior is unlike that seen for the 2H layered
transition metal dichalcogenide phase LiNbO2,
42 though both
involve the Nb4+/Nb3+ redox couple. In LiNbO2 the reversible
delithiation from LiNbO2 to Li0.5NbO2 occurs from 2.5 to 3.0
V.43 TT- and T-Nb2O5 store charge nearly evenly across the
potential range 1.9−1.2 V with minor peaks at 1.68 V.
Accounting for the minor quantity of B- and H-Nb2O5 present
in the lower temperature phases, these small dQ/dV peaks may
be related to one of the higher temperature polymorphs. Note
that although the capacity of the TT- and T-phases in Figure 4
corresponds to ca. 0.8 Li per Nb, one full equivalent of lithium
can be intercalated if the potential cutoff is moved below 1.0 V.
The limit of 1.2 V was chosen because a lower cutoff voltage
resulted in decreased cycle life at least in part due to SEI
formation. The discharge profile features, cycle life, and
capacity for TT-, T-, and H-Nb2O5 at low current density
(slow rate) are in agreement with previous work from solid-
state33 and nanostructured19,25,44 synthesis methods.
3. Charge Storage Kinetics of Micrometer-Sized
Nb2O5. Charge storage kinetics, i.e., rate dependences, are
contingent upon a range of interrelated factors such as atomic
structure, electronic structure, particle size, particle geometry,
and intra- and interparticle porosity. Numerous studies have
focused on the latter, microstructural, aspects of Nb2O5 by
designing creative synthetic strategies to attain nanocryst-
als,28,29 nanowires,45 nanosheets,20,21 and even hierarchical
structures of nanoparticles containing nanoscale porosity.22,46
To determine whether the high rate properties discussed in the
literature for Nb2O5 are limited to nanoscale or nanostructured
analogues, a rate performance study (Figure 5) was conducted
on thick (4−6 mg·cm−2) electrodes of the micrometer-sized
Nb2O5 particles. Under these conditions, the capacity of H-
Nb2O5 is highly correlated with discharge rate; a change from
C/10 to 1C causes a 50% decrease in capacity and no charge
storage is observed beyond 10C. The capacity of B-Nb2O5 is
only weakly rate dependent but a maximum value of 20 mA·h·
g−1 means that only 10% of the niobium sites are reduced; this
suggests that a surface or near-surface redox process is
occurring and thus a weak structure−rate relationship might
be expected. Significantly, T- and TT-Nb2O5 retain much of
their initial capacity under fast discharge conditions: 150 mA·h·
g−1 at 5C and 100−120 mA·h·g−1 at 10C (3.5 min discharge for
a capacity of 120 mA·h·g−1). A plot of discharge potential vs
capacity as a function of current (Figure 6) for (a) T-Nb2O5
and (b) H-Nb2O5 displays fundamental differences between the
lithiation of these polymorphs. At the initial discharge current
pulse, both phases show a potential drop down to the niobium
redox potential with a superimposed IR drop associated with
the total resistance from the electrode and cell components.
From this stage, under a small current with a consequently
small Ohmic contribution, T-Nb2O5 shows an approximately
linear relationship between potential and charge while H-
Nb2O5 contains distinct shoulders and a plateau. At higher
rates, the initial intercalation voltage of T-Nb2O5 decreases, as
expected due to the increased Ohmic contribution; however,
not only does the Q−V relationship remain linear but the slope
of that line is nearly parallel across more than three orders of
magnitude of current. Thus, it seems that, over a very wide
Figure 5. Relationship between discharge rate and capacity for thick
films (4−6 mg·cm−2) of bulk H-, B-, T-, and TT-Nb2O5 between 3.0
and 1.2 V vs Li+/Li.
Figure 6. Discharge behavior of (a) T-Nb2O5 and (b) H-Nb2O5 over
ca. 3 orders of magnitude of current density. After five cycles, cells
were cycled between 3.0 and 1.2 V vs Li+/Li at the rate shown. The
charging step is rate limiting for T-Nb2O5; discharge was examined
after CCCV charging so as to always examine the discharge behavior
of the fully delithiated material.
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range of current, the amount of charge stored in T-Nb2O5 is
determined by the Ohmic potential loss that effectively narrows
the potential window for charge storage. Conversely,
intercalation into H-Nb2O5 was severely rate limited even at
relatively low currents. This evidence suggests a structural (i.e.,
Li+ transport) limitation such that, even when Ohmic effects are
not significant, H-Nb2O5 cannot intercalate lithium rapidly. For
example, at C/3 the initial intercalation potential of H-Nb2O5
was approximately 2.1 V, but the shoulder normally at 2.05 V
and plateau at 1.67 V were still dampened. In order to test the
hypothesis that the electrode/cell resistance is capacity limiting
in T-Nb2O5, proof-of-concept 1−2 mg electrodes with
additional conductive carbon were constructed and tested
under high rate conditions (Figure 7). When the initial
potential drop is decreased, the trend in linear intercalation
with constant slope is found to extend to even higher rates.
Capacities of 119 mA·h·g−1 and 85 mA·h·g−1 were realized in
71 s at 6.05 A·g−1 (30C) and 25 s at 12.1 A·g−1 (60C),
respectively. Again, the discharge capacity appears to be limited
by IR drop rather than particle size to at least 60C, despite the
fact that it is a bulk material governed by solid-state diffusion
and not surface/near-surface reactions. At the high rates and
currents required (>10 mA), coin cell resistance, Li+ transport
in the electrolyte (particularly between the particles within the
electrode film), and lithium anode kinetics all become
significant; it is clear that advanced cell design and decreasing
the total resistance of the cell/electrode configuration, through
e.g., carbon coating or calendaring is important to reach the
limits of Nb2O5.
Further characterization of the high rate phases to study the
effects of charge-limitation on reversible capacity at different
potential windows and rates is presented in the Supporting
Information, Figure S5. Upon cycling in a wider potential
window (3.0 V−1.0 V), a trade-off is observed between capacity
and long-term capacity retention (Figure S5a). Electrochemical
cycling without CCCV charging is unable to remove as much
lithium from the Nb2O5 framework, resulting in a ca. 25% lower
reversible capacity (Figure S5a,b). Even without a potentio-
static charging step, the capacity retention is current-
independent and stable throughout 300 cycles (Figure S5b).
4. Lithium Dynamics. In order to quantify the lithium
transport that appears to be inherent to T-Nb2O5,
6Li and 7Li
MAS NMR were investigated. Paramagnetic compounds can
exhibit lithium resonances shifted over a range of many
hundred ppm,47,48 due to the Fermi contact interaction, yet,
despite containing d1 niobium(IV), LixNb2O5 shows
7Li NMR
resonances (Figure 8) within a small frequency range for all
values of x and longer T1 relaxation values (∼1s) than expected
for 7Li in paramagnetic solids. These values are, however,
similar to those observed for Ti3+-containing paramagnetic
materials.49 The spectra shown in Figure 8 and Supporting
Information, Figure S6, show the presence of two discrete
environments for intercalated lithium. The sharp feature in
Figure 7. Discharge and charge curves of T-Nb2O5 at current densities
ranging from 1C (0.2 A·g−1) to 60C (12.1 A·g−1). A high conductive
carbon ratio (2:1) was used to study the discharge profiles at extremely
high rates where Ohmic losses are significant. After five cycles, cells
were cycled between 3.0 and 1.2 V vs Li+/Li at the rate shown. The
charging step is rate limiting for T-Nb2O5; discharge was examined
after CCCV charging for uniform comparison.
Figure 8. 6/7Li MAS NMR of LixNb2O5. (a)
7Li spectra at 9 kHz MAS
and 4.7 T, and (b) 6Li spectra at 9 kHz MAS and 16.4 T. The high-
resolution 6Li spectra suggest a distribution of similar lithium local
environments.
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Figure 8a comes from residual LiPF6 from the electrolyte, and
as seen in Figure S6 disappears entirely upon rinsing with
dimethyl carbonate; no observable effect is seen on the peaks
from intercalated lithium. The 6Li spectra at high magnetic field
strength (Figure 8b) should, in principle, give the best
resolution. This is a result of reduced dipolar broadening
from the smaller natural abundance and gyromagnetic ratio of
6Li vs 7Li as well as reduced quadrupolar broadening due to
both the smaller nuclear quadrupole moment of 6Li and the
higher magnetic field. Despite all this, only a moderate
reduction in line width is observed between the 7Li spectra at
a low magnetic field and 6Li spectra at high magnetic field,
which suggests that the peak widths are dominated by the range
of shifts caused by a distribution of local environments. Upon
discharge, the first lithium ions occupy a site that gives rise to a
resonance at 2 ppm. Above Li0.2Nb2O5, the lithium begin to
occupy one or multiple sites with resonances at approximately
−5 ppm. As lithiation increases, site(s) with negative shifts are
further populated and an increase of shift is observed for all
resonances. Given the structural complexity of T-Nb2O5 with
multiple reasonable lithium positions and the lack of crystal
structure data for the lithiated compound, there are not
presently known crystallographic sites to compare with the
local environments derived from NMR.
The collection of high signal-to-noise spectra of 7Li and
natural abundance 6Li in a matter of minutes was facilitated by
the use of thick pellet electrodes. Despite the size (ca. 400−500
mg) and lack of conductive carbon or binder in the pellet
design, the structure and electrochemistry upon discharge is
identical between the pellets and a conventional film as
confirmed by chronopotentiometry (Supplementary Figure
S7). Furthermore, lithiated T-Nb2O5 appears to be quite stable;
no changes were observed in the NMR spectra over the course
of several months even after intentional exposure to air for a
period of 24 h.
Variable-temperature (VT) 6,7Li MAS NMR experiments
were used to investigate time scales for lithium motion and the
electronic structure of lithiated Nb2O5. T1 (spin−lattice) and T2
(spin−spin) relaxation rates, as well as 1D line shape and 2D
spin exchange measurements were recorded over a range of
temperatures at low and high magnetic field for selected
samples. Figure 9 displays the effect of temperature on the line
shape and shift of 7Li in LixNb2O5 at x = 0.44 and 1.86.
Motional line narrowing and loss of rotational sideband
intensity is observed which is ascribed to lithium mobility,
which averages the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and
quadrupolar interaction.50 As the temperature is increased, the
lithium resonance at ca. 1 ppm gradually begins to participate in
the rapid process at lower frequency.
Above 400 K, the average 7Li shift moves 1−2 ppm lower in
frequency for highly lithiated samples at both 16.4 T (Figure 9)
and 4.7 T (not shown). Wagemaker et al.51 observed this effect
in TiO2 and attributed the increased shielding to a lithium
nucleus−electron interaction. Through similar arguments about
a small shift range and long T1s, they concluded that
conduction, rather than paramagnetism, was the dominant
interaction, accounting for the small observed 7Li shifts in their
system. In addition to electronic changes, the sampling of
environments via chemical exchange is temperature-dependent;
thus, the nature of the shift may be some combination of
conduction and diffusion effects in both the niobium and
titanium oxides. We note that an increase in conductivity upon
lithiation does suggest delocalization of electrons through the
interconnected Nb−O−Nb network in T-Nb2O5 and offers an
explanation for the high-rate and complete lithiation of
insulating pellets of T-Nb2O5 in the absence of conductive
additives.
The spin−lattice relaxation time of 7Li was on the order of 1
s for all lithium concentrations (Figure S8). Spin−spin
relaxation was on the order of 1 ms but not strongly
temperature dependent in the explored region. The afore-
mentioned weak dependence of shift of the resonances on
temperature suggests that magnetic effects do not dominate the
T1 changes. Employing the Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound
(BPP)52 model for random jump diffusion and assuming
relaxation dominated by the 7Li quadrupolar interaction (see
Supporting Information for further details)53,54 at the lower
magnetic field strength of 4.7 T, correlation times and trends
Figure 9. Variable-temperature 7Li MAS NMR of LixNb2O5 at 12.5
kHz at 16.4 T. The central line shape and rotational sideband manifold
(marked by asterisks) are shown for x = 0.44 and x = 1.86 from 306 to
435 K. As the ions become more mobile, sideband intensity decreases
and the central line narrows. T-Li0.44Nb2O5 spectra were normalized to
account for T2 magnetization loss during the echo pulse sequence.
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for lithium motion were extracted from the variable-temper-
ature T1 data. Single-exponential fitting of the T1 relaxation
curves was achieved for samples with intermediate to high
lithium content; samples below ca. x = 0.5 in LixNb2O5 showed
a complex multiexponential relaxation curve. The multi-
exponential behavior is likely due to the overlapping rigid
and mobile lithium resonances, which becomes less significant
as the lithium content increases and the mobile lithium
sublattice increasingly comprises the overall signal. Strictly, the
isotropic BPP model applies to 3D diffusion; however, in the
low-temperature regime of the BPP model where T1 decreases
with increasing temperature, 2D diffusionexpected in T-
Nb2O5is theoretically55 and experimentally56 shown to yield
indistinguishable results. Determination of activation energies
via the BPP model (Figure 10) yields 98(1), 91(6), 83(5),
68(4), and 58(2) meV for T-LixNb2O5 with x = 0.64, 0.96,
1.28, 1.56, and 1.78, respectively.
Rotor-synchronized MAS two-dimensional exchange spec-
troscopy (EXSY) data were also recorded for 7Li. These
experiments have proven to be a useful tool to probe dynamics
on a microsecond to millisecond time scale.57,58 Figure 11
shows the 7Li exchange spectra of T-Li0.44Nb2O5 as a function
of mixing time at 16.4 T and 12.5 kHz MAS. The presence of a
narrow diagonal in Figure 11a provides direct evidence that the
peaks in the 1D spectra are not true singular broad components
but comprised of distributions of individual lithium environ-
ments. Exchange between these local environments occurs
when the spins are allowed to interact for 1 ms or longer. On
the other hand, the intensity pattern and cross sections through
the spectra indicate that exchange on this time scale is not
occurring between the ca. 1 ppm resonance and the lower
frequency distribution of sites. Thus, the lithium in T-Nb2O5
can be more precisely described as two reservoirs: a weakly
bound distribution of sites with resonances centered around −5
ppm and a more rigid lithium sublattice with resonances at 1
ppm. Note that spin exchange in solids can occur through
chemical exchange or dipole-mediated spin interactions;
variable-temperature EXSY spectra showed a strong temper-
ature dependence, which is indicative that chemical exchange
dominates spin diffusion in these spectra. Qualitatively similar
results were obtained from EXSY measurements at higher
lithium contents (Supplementary Figure S9); the increased off-
diagonal intensity observed at 100 μs in Li1.28Nb2O5 and
Li1.86Nb2O5 indicates that exchange occurs on a shorter time
scale at higher lithium concentrations.
5. Structure−Property Relationships. In light of the
observations on micrometer-sized TT-, T-, B-, and H-Nb2O5,
their respective electrochemical performance appears to be
strongly dictated by inherent crystallographic properties. All
Nb2O5 polymorphs presented herein may be viewed as being
derived from layered structures; however the nature of these
layers differs in all cases and all are distinct from the O3 and P2
type59 layered structures found in LiCoO2 and Na0.7CoO2,
respectively. Herein, we describe T-Nb2O5 as a “room-and-
pillar” framework with alternating layers (along c) of bridging
oxygen “pillars” and O−Nb polygons; the interlayer distance is
3.93 Å. Unlike classical layered structures with structural
lithium slabs, the room-and-pillar framework is self-supporting
and allows lithium to act as a true guest atom over the whole
range of 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 in LixNb2O5. In situ laboratory XRD from
several groups26,33 has suggested that intercalation into T-
Nb2O5 is accompanied by an expansion of the layers in a solid-
solution reaction. B-Nb2O5 is structurally similar to TiO2(B)
with bilayers of edge-sharing octahedra; the interlayer distance
is 3.51 Å. The layers of H-Nb2O5 comprise ReO3-type blocks of
dimension (3×4)1 and (3×5)∞ NbO6 octahedra, exhibiting
crystallographic shear; the layers are offset from one another by
1/2 b with an interlayer distance of 3.83 Å. Given the
complexity of these layered oxides and the distortion of the
individual polyhedra due to the second-order Jahn−Teller
effect of d0 Nb5+, the sites and diffusion pathways for lithiation
may not be immediately discernible. In order to overcome this
challenge, we applied the bond valence sum (BVS) mapping
method to Nb2O5 and related structures (Figure 12). The BVS
method is a commonly employed tool to validate trial
structures during crystal structure solution and refinement;
however, it may be extended to help predict theoretical sites
and diffusion pathways through BVS mapping. This method has
proven to be an accurate and useful tool for the qualitative
evaluation of atomic sites and diffusion pathways in a range of
materials.60 It should be especially relevant where solid-solution
or only minor rearrangement occur during lithiation; the use of
this approach to study two-phase reactions should be treated
with care as diffusion through the structure and lithium
positions within the structure are not representative of a
reaction across a boundary to a distinct phase. In this study, the
program 3DBVSMapper61 was used to calculate the BVS of a
theoretical lithium at each position on a fine grid over a unit
cell. Starting with T-Nb2O5 (Figure 12a,b), one can visualize
the nearly degenerate 2D diffusion pathways throughout the
structure as represented by the continuous 2 eV isosurface. The
isosurface energy is a relative value and does not correspond
trivially to a measurable physical quantity; it is most instructive
to use an energy corresponding to the onset of sites/connected
pathways to see those relatively low in energy.60,61 The high
degree of favorable sites on interconnected pathways without
obvious minima to trap lithium offers some qualitative insight
into the fast kinetics of the system. The BVS map of H-Nb2O5
(Figure 12c,d) reveals that within the ReO3 (Figure 12e)-type
blocks there are large spaces where lithium may reside;
however, these large vacancies with 12 nearest-neighbor
oxygens are too big for lithium, which is likely to find an off-
Figure 10. Trend in correlation times derived from the BPP model
display Arrhenius behavior. Lithium hopping was found to occur in
electrochemically lithiated T-LixNb2O5 with Ea = 98(1), 91(6), 83(5),
68(4), and 58(2) meV for x = 0.64, 0.96, 1.28, 1.56, and 1.78,
respectively.
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center local minimum. In a true ReO3-type structure such as
NbO2F, topotactic lithiation would theoretically lead to an
ABX3 perovskite but the size-mismatch instability instead leads
to tilting of the BX3 octahedra to reduce the size of the A site,
and a distortion toward the LiNbO3 structure.
62 The
crystallographic shear in H-Nb2O5 and related compounds
such as TiNb2O7
63,64 precludes these tilting and distortion
modes that are common in perovskites, which will have
implications for Li+ mobility within the perovskite blocks. The
BVS map of H-Nb2O5 indicates, via breaks in the isosurface,
that there is a relatively high energy barrier to diffusion between
the 3×4 and 3×5 blocks. The abundance of lithium sites, which
have been observed via neutron diffraction for H-
Li12/7Nb2O5,
65 but local minima and poor connectivity of
diffusion pathways helps to explain the high capacity but poor
rate performance of H-Nb2O5. On the other hand, the 2 eV
isosurface for B-Nb2O5 (Figure 12f) shows only discrete sites
between the layers. Given the structural similarity to TiO2(B)
(Figure 12g), one might expect significant and perhaps high-
rate lithiation into B-Nb2O5; however, the slightly smaller
interlayer spacing (3.51 vs 3.66 Å) and higher oxidation state
(Nb5+ vs Ti4+) apparently preclude facile lithiation.
■ DISCUSSION






71,72 and polymorphs of TiO2 (e.g., anatase, rutile,
TiO2(B), brookite),
2 both the total charge storage capacity and
the rate performance of thick electrodes of bulk TT- and
particularly T-Nb2O5 are comparable to the best nano-
structured Nb2O5 particle geometries.
18,20,23 It is important to
stress that care must be taken when comparing high-rate
electrochemical data in the literature; in particular, cyclic
voltammetric (CV) and chronopotentiometric (i.e., galvano-
static) methods are not necessarily directly comparable. For
Nb2O5 with a theoretical capacity of 201.7 mA·h·g
−1, a rate of
1C corresponds to 201.7 mA·g−1 and a time of 1 h for one
electron/one lithium discharge. The corresponding experiment
via CV is conducted at a sweep rate determined by the potential
window divided by the desired discharge time (e.g., 3600 s).
Figure 11. 7Li EXSY spectra of T-Li0.44Nb2O5 with mixing periods of (a) 100 μs, (b) 1 ms, (c) 5 ms, (d) 10 ms, (e) 20 ms, and (f) 100 ms. Spectra
were collected at 12.5 kHz MAS, 306 K, and 16.4 T.
Figure 12. Bond valence sum maps of (a,b) T-Nb2O5, (c,d) H-Nb2O5,
(e) ReO3, (f) B-Nb2O5, (g) TiO2(B). Bond valence energy level
calculations were performed for a theoretical grid of Li+, and 2.0 eV
isosurfaces are shown in purple.
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Thus, a change in the potential window will translate to a
change in the sweep rate without affecting the C rate. More
significantly, the discharge time from CV will always be longer
than the time for a high-rate galvanostatic experiment that does
not reach theoretical capacity (and fast discharge rarely ever
reaches theoretical capacity). A sweep of 1200 mV at 20 mV·s−1
requires 60 s and is therefore called 60C while T-Nb2O5
reaches only circa half of theoretical capacity at this rate and
thus requires only a 30 s galvanostatic discharge. The applied
galvanostatic current at 60C for T-Nb2O5 is by definition 12.1
A·g−1 while the average current in a CV experiment would be
scaled by the percent of theoretical capacity attained (i.e., 6.05
A·g−1 in this example). Since ohmic (IR) losses become
significant at high currents, galvanostatic cycling further suffers
as the enforcement of a single initial current means the full IR
drop is realized at the start of discharge. For reference, the
curves denoted 30C and 60C in Figure 7 were acquired in 71
and 25 s, respectively, rather than 120 and 60 s if recorded via
CV. This difference is significant for high-rate materials and
high-power applications.
The activation barriers in T-LixNb2O5 at 98(1)−58(2) meV
are significantly lower than those found in other lithium-ion
battery materials: Li0.7TiS2 at 370−410 meV,
56 Li6Ti5O12 at 430
meV,73 Li4Ti5O12 at 760 meV,
73 Li0.74TiO2 at 370 meV,
49 and
LiFePO4 at 270−500 meV.74 The dynamics of T-LixNb2O5 are
more similar to several recently reported Li-rich solid
electrolyte materials;75,76 Li10GeP2S12, Li7GePS8, and
Li11Si2PS12 show activation barriers for lithium motion of
200−250 meV. NMR relaxometry is a microscopic probe of
lithium diffusion and it is known that, in certain cases, the
thermally activated process was not one of bulk diffusion but,
for example, local librational motion of protons77 or restricted
lithium hopping in a system where diffusion is controlled by
phase or grain boundaries.51 From the structural arguments
presented above, the large particles, degenerate atomic diffusion
pathways, and apparent lack of phase transition in T-Nb2O5
suggest that, analogous to the layered compound Li0.7TiS2,
56
the microscopic processes translate to the macroscale.
The high rate capability observed for micrometer-sized
particles of bronze-phase Nb2O5 is somewhat remarkable. To
place context for this result, it is useful to compare to TiO2
more explicitly as titanium(IV) oxide is chemically similar to
niobium(V) oxide in that both are insulators with a d0 cation
with similar ionic radii and several known polymorphs. The
maximum capacity of all aforementioned TiO2 polymorphs is
higher for nanoparticles than the bulk phase, e.g. in anatase
TiO2, a careful study demonstrated that full lithiation to LiTiO2
occurred only for particles <7−15 nm while bulk anatase
reached a maximum lithium content of Li0.5−0.6TiO2 and the
term “bulk” was applied to anything over ca. 120 nm.78 In terms
of rate, it was shown that full capacity at 5C to 10C rates
required sub-10 nm particles. Thus, it is generally accepted that
both the maximum capacity and rate performance are size-
dependent properties in anatase TiO2. A first-principles
thermodynamic and kinetic study79 by the Van der Ven
group showed that, as TiO2 is lithiated and Ti
4+ is reduced to
Ti3+, the distortions in octahedral titanium sites are removed,
which causes the minimal energy migration paths to increase
from 0.50 to 0.78 eV to 1.37 eV for dilute LixTiO2, Li0.5TiO2
and LiTiO2, respectively. While polyhedra in niobium(V) and
titanium(IV) oxides experience similar second-order Jahn−
Teller distortions,80 the relaxation of these distortions from
niobium(V) to niobium(IV) in the bronze-phase Nb2O5
structure does not cause the same clamping of diffusion
paths. Thus, the impetus to nanosize TiO2 to suppress phase
transitions and increase lattice flexibility is not as applicable to
Nb2O5. The results presented here suggest that optimal
performance of Nb2O5 is observed even on the scale of
micrometers rather than only at a few nanometers.
Furthermore, despite the insulating nature of Nb2O5, the
performance herein is comparable to nanocrystalline Nb2O5/
carbon nanocomposites with graphene,29,30 carbon nano-
tubes,28 carbide-derived carbon,31 and carbon core−shell
nanocrystals,32 which, along with the immediate color change,
suggests that Nb2O5 must undergo significant conductivity
changes even at low lithium content as electrons are introduced
into the transition metal d-orbitals. This rate behavior for solid-
state-derived Nb2O5 is observed in the absence of thin
electrodes, lithium perchlorate salts, and carbon counter
electrodes that are frequently reported to improve Nb2O5
rate capability.26,27
■ CONCLUSIONS
Via solid-state synthesis and electrochemical characterization,
we have demonstrated that the complex oxide structure of T-
Nb2O5 facilitates high-rate lithium intercalation into large
particles on par with the best nanostructured electrodes.
Lithium dynamics were investigated with variable-temperature
NMR relaxation and exchange measurements on electrochemi-
cally lithiated T-Nb2O5, which revealed an activation barrier for
microscopic lithium diffusion on the order of a few kBT (ca.
60−100 meV). Intercalation of lithium into the room-and-pillar
layered structure of T-Nb2O5 results in high ionic mobility and
minimal strain, which negates the usual requirement of short
diffusion pathways and phase transition-suppressing nano-
particles for rapid discharge. Temperature-dependent NMR
shifts at high lithium content suggest delocalized conduction
electrons and clarify the electronic aspect of the observed high-
rate performance in this originally wide-bandgap oxide. Atomic
origins of the vast differences in electrochemical behavior
among Nb2O5 polymorphs were elucidated. The bulk proper-
ties of high-rate TT- and T-Nb2O5, low-capacity B-Nb2O5, and
high-capacity but low-rate H-Nb2O5 can be understood in
terms of their structure and relationships to other compounds
aided by lithium bond valence sum maps. The volumetric
power and energy density, safety, stability, and ease of synthesis
make Nb2O5 an interesting candidate for energy storage
applications demanding combined high rate and high capacity
in a small cell. We believe the structural principles and
techniques presented here will aid the exploration of materials
space for future high-rate electrode materials, especially for
complex structures that may offer unique advantages with
minimal synthetic or post-synthetic processing. Forthcoming
work will examine the structural transitions, lithium dynamics,
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comparison of film and pellet electrodes, and additional
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